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Are you impressed with this magazine?
Looking for more on birding?

well, join the club...literally!
The ABA is all about birders sharing the wonder and excitement of birding across North America
and around the world. We are the voice and face and heart and soul of the birding community.
Joining the ABA will make you a better birder. You joining the ABA will make birding better for all.

aba.org/join
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From the President

Jeffrey A. Gordon
Delaware City, Delaware
jgordon@aba.org

L

ate in 2014, the ABA conducted a survey. One result was especially striking to me: 43% of current
ABA members chose “fnding effective ways to promote or support bird conservation” as one of the
top three challenges they face as birders—second only to bird identifcation.
And while I was struck by our members placing such a heavy emphasis on conservation, I can’t say that
I was surprised by it. The vast majority of birders I know are extremely conscientious, forward-looking
people. If anything, they are looking to make more of a contribution to conservation, not less.
My anecdotal experience was recently affrmed by a recent study by Dr. Caren Cooper et al. in the Journal
of Wildlife Management. It found that birdwatchers are almost fve times as likely to support and participate in conservation as
the general populace, outpacing even hunters, who were about four times more likely to do and support conservation work.
Yet, many of us feel frustrated, even a little helpless, when confronting the enormities of climate change and other largescale environmental problems that birds face. We at the ABA want to do everything we can to help, to inspire, and to support
birders in building a better future.
This Birder’s Guide to Conservation & Community is designed to do just that. In it, you’ll fnd stories to make you cheer, stories to make you think from new perspectives, and stories that will inspire you to get out there and contribute.
Here’s to continuing and expanding on the many ways that the ABA community is making positive difference!
Good birding,

Jeffrey A. Gordon
President, American Birding Association

From the Editor

Michael L. P. Retter
Fort Worth, Texas
mretter@aba.org

W

elcome to the second annual issue of Birder’s Guide to Conservation & Community. Our goal is to
highlight the efforts being made by birders in the realms of habitat conservation and environmental education, both of which lead to healthier bird populations. “Conservation Milestones”
(see p. 6) got a resoundingly positive response last year, so we’re happy to bring it back in 2015. It highlights the real accomplishments of birders like you. Consider nominating someone you know—or even
yourself—for profling in next year’s edition!
As always, let us know what you did and didn’t like in this issue, so that we may start planning future
issues that better suit your needs. If there’s a topic missing that you feel deserves coverage, please let us know. Even better,
consider writing about it yourself for the next issue! Finally, please consider sharing this issue with others. It’s as easy as sending them this link, where they may see the entire issue online, and for free: aba.org/birdersguide/
Now let’s get out there and do even more for bird conservation!

Michael L. P. Retter
Editor, Birder’s Guide
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Birder’s Guide is published by the American Birding Association, Inc., a not-for-proft organization that inspires
all people to enjoy and protect wild birds.
The American Birding Association, Inc., seeks to encourage and represent the North American birding community and to provide resources through publications,
meetings, partnerships, and birder networks. The ABA’s
education programs develop birding skills, an understanding of birds, and the will to conserve. The ABA’s
conservation programs offer birders unique ways to protect birds and their habitats.
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About the Authors
John Alexander is the co-founder and Executive Director of Klamath Bird Observatory and
has been working to integrate bird conservation
with natural resource management in the Pacifc
Northwest since 1992. His focus is on applying
bird conservation science as a tool for advancing ecosystem conservation. John participates
with various initiatives and organizations, including Partners in Flight, North American Bird
Conservation Initiative, and Avian Knowledge
Network. He also serves as Courtesy Faculty at
Oregon State University.
Carl Bendorf encountered his spark bird at age
12 when he rigged a toy parabolic refector to
a small reel-to-reel tape recorder and captured
the song of an Eastern Bluebird near his home
in small-town Iowa. Now retired from a career
in non-proft management and development,
Carl is past president of the Iowa Ornithologists’
Union and was recently elected to a second term
on the ABA Board of Directors, on which he
serves as vice chair. In 2011, Carl founded Iowa
Young Birders and currently serves as its volunteer executive director. He and his wife, Linda,
live on Wild Finch Farm—fve organic acres
outside Iowa City with a bird list of 157 (so far).
Brandon Breen is a freelance writer and a former Outreach and Science Communicator for
Klamath Bird Observatory living in Ashland,
Oregon. He has worked on numerous avian research projects throughout the U.S. and abroad;
his study species have included California and
Andean condors and Gray-crowned Rosy-Finch.
Brandon also studied Turkey Vultures in the
Falkland Islands for his master’s thesis in Conservation Biology at the University of Minnesota.
Casey Cardinal is a Private Lands Wildlife/Range
Ecologist with Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory and the Natural Resources Conservation
Service. Casey grew up on a small farm in Wisconsin and earned a bachelor’s degree in Wildlife Ecology from the University of WisconsinMadison. She obtained a master’s degree at Utah
State University, studying Greater Sage-Grouse
ecology and habitat use in southeastern Idaho
and northeastern Utah. Casey currently works
in southeastern Colorado, where she plans
Lesser Prairie-Chicken Initiative projects and
provides landowners with technical assistance
regarding wildlife conservation.
Harry Fuller is President of the Klamath Bird Observatory Board of Directors and co-founder of
Partnership for International Birding. An expe-

rienced feld trip leader, he guides for Golden
Gate Audubon, Pt. Reyes Field Seminars, and
private clients. Harry is the author of Freeway
Birding (about birding Interstate 5 from San
Francisco to Seattle) and maintains a birding
blog at atowhee.wordpress.com.
David Lindo is a broadcaster, writer, speaker,
and tour leader based in London who previously served as Head of Membership at the British Trust for Ornithology. He is the author of
myriad articles in magazines such as the RSPB’s
Nature’s Home, BBC Wildlife, and Bird Watching,
the last of which publishes his popular monthly
column focused on urban birding. At home,
David is a regular television presenter and has
been featured on the BBC, ITV, and Channel 4,
as well as on CBS in the U.S. His extensive radio
work ranges from regular slots on BBC Radio
4 to one-time interviews at various stations all
over the world. David’s frst book, The Urban
Birder, was published in 2011, and his next
book, Tales From Concrete Jungles, will be out
this summer.

Rue Mapp is the founder and CEO of Outdoor
Afro, a social network that develops leadership
and shares relevant resources, images, and stories to help re-connect African-Americans to the
natural world. She holds a BA from the University of California at Berkeley and has received
numerous national awards and recognition for
her work in helping to lead thousands of all ages
into nature each year.
Greg Swick is an experienced outdoor educator, leadership facilitator, and birder. He is CoDirector and Co-Founder of the Green Leadership Academy for Diverse Ecosystems (GLADE).
His long-time work in environmental education
explores the human role in ecological interactions and incorporates hands-on, experiential
learning in grassroots leadership development.
He is an active member of the Greater Ozarks
Audubon Society and the American Birding Association. In 2010, he was one of 40 nationwide
recipients of a 2010 TogetherGreen Fellowship
for outstanding conservation leaders.
Noah Strycker is author of two books about
birds (The Thing with Feathers, 2014, and Among
Penguins, 2011) and works as an on-board naturalist for expedition cruises to the Arctic and
Antarctic. An alumnus of the ABA’s youth bird
programs, he is currently on a quest to set a new
worldwide big year record; you can check in on
his progress at audubon.org/noah.
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Conservation Milestones
Conservation Milestones are published in Birder’s Guide to Conservation & Community to
recognize efforts toward building a better future for birds and for birders. If you have a conservation milestone to share, or know someone who deserves to be lauded for conservation
and community activities, please contact Conservation Milestones Editor Noah Strycker <noah.
strycker@gmail.com>. We are especially enthusiastic about stories that include photos and
contact information or other resources that inspire others to make their own contributions.

Cyndi Routledge and Vickie
Henderson: Discover Birds
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
In preparation for the 2012 Tennessee
Sandhill Crane Festival, Tennessee Ornithological Society (TOS) member Cyndi
Routledge had a good thought: Why not
create a coloring book, highlighting Sandhill Cranes, to
give kids something fun to
do at the festival? She had no
idea how well the idea would
take fight.
Local artist and writer
Vickie Henderson, also a
TOS member, volunteered
to illustrate the book, and
the TOS Board voted to
print 1,000 copies. The
resulting 12-page coloring book,
Discover Birds, was distributed at the fes-

tival with great success, sold at a nominal
cost of $1 to cover printing expenses. A
few months later, realizing an opportunity
to educate kids about birds, TOS decided
to print another run, expanding it to a 36page activity book that would ft the state’s
core curriculum standards.
Discover Birds has since been
distributed to classrooms, scouts, and families all over Tennessee,
with teachers constantly
requesting more copies.
Books also have gone to
Alabama, Texas, Louisiana,
Indiana, and Ecuador—and
are even being used in an
after-school English program
in Cuba! With the help of a
recent grant from the Tennessee Crane Fund, TOS printed 12,000
more copies to be given away free of
charge, enhanced by a written curriculum
guide (tinyurl.com/disc-birds).
To introduce students to birds, members of TOS have created a three-part interactive program to accompany the free

The Discover Birds activity book (above) is a
tribute to birdwatchers and conservationists.
Image courtesy © Tennessee Ornithological
Society/Vickie Henderson

Second-grade students in Sevier County,
Tennessee (left), work in their Discover Birds
activity books. Photo © Billie Cantwell
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books: a slide-show presentation about
birds, a show-and-tell treasure chest of
bird-related items (such as feathers, nests,
and owl pellets), and a guided bird walk.
After second graders participated in this
program at her school, one teacher said,
“Our students and teachers can talk about
nothing else! We will never be the same.”
Routledge believes the project is a tribute
to generations of birdwatchers in Tennessee. “It’s our hope that, through this project, we will create yet another generation
of folks who love birds and who will strive
to protect them and their habitat,” she says.
Learn more about Discover Birds on
a dedicated blog developed by Henderson at discoverbirds.blogspot.com;
view and download the entire book at
www.tnbirds.org/education.html.

Rachel Supnick:
Boxing Kestrels
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
A fourth grader, Rachel Supnick, and her
mother, Stacia, were recently inspired to
action when they heard how the American Kestrel is declining across their home
state of Florida.
Rachel received a $1,000 Summer of
Service grant from Youth Service America
and the American Broadcasting Company
to build nest boxes for American Kestrels.
She promptly constructed 24 of them
with her classmates and then set to work
spreading the boxes all over Florida.
She donated eight boxes to The Avian
Reconditioning Center, a raptor rehabilitation facility, which helped place them
around central Florida. Allison Miller,
who received these boxes at the center,
said, “I thought it was a fantastic project,
and I was honored that we at ARC got to
help out!”
The boxes are listed with the American
Kestrel Partnership, part of The Peregrine
Fund, and data on their inhabitants are
collected at regular intervals. On a con-

Callie (left), an “education raptor” at The Avian
Reconditioning Center in Florida, checks out a
nest box. Photo © Allison Miller

Gillian Martin:
Life for Dead Trees

tinent-wide scale, these data should help
show where kestrels are nesting and why
some populations are declining.
Anyone with a kestrel nest box can list
it on the American Kestrel Partnership’s
website (below). If you don’t have a kestrel
box but have some suitable land, why not
put one up? As Miller points out, screechowls take the same size nest box, so you
might get some owls as well.
To fnd out more, check out kestrel.
peregrinefund.org.

Creswell, Oregon
noah.strycker@gmail.com

Noah Strycker
Above, fourth grader Rachel Supnick, with her
classmate, Max Levinson, proudly shows off a few
of her kestrel nest boxes. Photo © Stacia Supnick

spread removal of dead trees in which they
historically nested. In 2012, club members recognized the growing dependence
of these birds on artifcial cavities as well
as the unsustainability of such a stop-gap
measure. “The root problem—the removal
of dead trees—was going unchecked,”
Martin says. “And what a poor substitute
nest boxes are for dead trees!”
The club started the Cavity Conservation Initiative to encourage the retention
of dead trees, not only for cavity-nesting
birds but also for the many contributions
that dead trees make to diversify habitats.
Martin and volunteers designed materials and public programs to help land
managers in Orange County manage snags
while enabling them to reduce risk to people and property. They helped change treemanagement policies within the county
and city parks as well as golf courses and
other locations.
They also created Wildlife Tree signs
that can be nailed to dead and dying trees.
The cost of their newest sign was underwritten by the Land Trust of the Upper
Arkansas. Signs explain the value of these
trees to wildlife and prevent their accidental removal. Trees with signage also serve
as study subjects for youth on feld trips.
Youngsters are rewarded with a charming Wildlife Tree Warden patch and are

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
If you were a bluebird, wouldn’t you prefer
a nice dead tree over a nest
box? Gillian Martin, Program
Director of the Southern California Bluebird Club’s Cavity
Conservation Initiative, believes the answer is YES.
Martin and other members
of the all-volunteer bluebird
club are passionate about
their relatively new program
to retain dead trees in urban
areas, and they are encouraged by some early success.
The club provides nest
boxes for cavity-nesting birds Community events change attitudes about dead trees.
to compensate for the wide- Photo © Gillian Martin
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Conservation Milestones
to carry the torch in other regions of the
country,” Martin says, “particularly in urban areas where dead and dying trees are
so sorely needed.”
Get involved at cavityconservation.com.

Jack Beltz: A Preserve Project

This partial snag had many nesting cavities. Photo © Gillian Martin

encouraged to learn the club’s original
ditty praising the value of a dead tree. You
can listen to the song here: tinyurl.com/
thisoldtree.
With funding from Fund for Wild Nature, Edison International, and Pasadena
Audubon, the club has created a sciencebased curriculum for grades 3–7. Titled

The Wonderful Life of a Dying Tree, it is
offered in classrooms by volunteers or is
taught by teachers who can borrow a free
kit loaned through the club’s partner, Sea
and Sage Audubon in Irvine, California.
To date, the program has been delivered
to 1,349 students and over 2,500 adults.
“We want like-minded citizen activists

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
During his four years of high school at
Germantown Academy in Fort Washington, Pennsylvania, Jack Beltz took on a
signifcant independent project: He created a bird guide to the school’s six-acre
nature preserve, an area of reclaimed wetlands and wet meadows. The Preserve, as
it is known, was plotted by a thoughtful
architect and frst established in 2011,
with the aim of restoring school property
to a more environmentally friendly state.
Within months, its marshes were attracting ducks, shorebirds, swallows, and other birds to the academy’s campus—and
Beltz took note.
He spent countless hours counting
birds at The Preserve in all seasons, at all
times of day, and from every possible vantage point, to quantify how many birds
were using the new habitat. When Beltz
tallied up his sightings, he had recorded
at least 50 species of birds that would not
have been present before The Preserve
was created. That’s not a bad “yard” list for
a high school! The Preserve is now regisAs a student project at
Germantown Academy,
Jack Beltz created a Bird
Guide to The GA Preserve
to describe the Pennsylvania school’s six-acre nature
preserve and list its common bird species, such as
the Bobolinks (left) that
rest in the grasses next to
the school’s baseball feld.
Photo © Jack Beltz

Germantown Academy’s
marshes attract ducks,
shorebirds, swallows,
and other birds, including this Song Sparrow
(right) in the cattails.
Photo © Jack Beltz
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tered as an Audubon Society
Bird Habitat.
Beltz gained an interest in
birding in ffth grade after
joining the academy’s Lower
School Nature Club led by
the Lower School Science
Department
Coordinator.
Since then, he has traveled
to eight countries and now
has a life list surpassing 400
species. His project was conducted through the Academy
Scholars program, which
encourages students to pursue individual passions in a
structured way. Beltz wrote
a paper, produced a brochure, and gave a
presentation about his study. Now he is off
on a new scholastic adventure, attending
Connecticut College.
Wissahickon Creek runs through Germantown Academy, giving pre-kindergarten through 12th-grade students the opportunity to learn frsthand about nature.
Check out the academy’s Preserve, Green
Roof, honeybee hives, courtyard, and
more at tinyurl.com/ga-bees.

A male American Kestrel incubates eggs in one
of Bill Ralph’s nest boxes. Photo © Bill Ralph

Bill Ralph:
Nest Box Success Story
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
When Bill Ralph, Conservation Director for Yosemite Area Audubon Society
(YAAS), retired from Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory in 2009, he knew
he loved birding and conservation, but
he didn’t foresee how that interest would
translate into a very busy schedule.
In October 2011, Steve Simmons, who
monitors hundreds of kestrel nest boxes
in Merced County, California, gave an
inspiring talk at Yosemite Audubon, and
Ralph was in the audience. Simmons
pointed out that kestrel numbers have
declined, and noted that kestrels tend to
“disappear” from grasslands during the
nesting season because of a lack of good
nesting habitat. He showed that the birds
will use nest boxes in appropriate habitat.
Galvanized, Ralph launched an ambitious campaign to place and monitor nest

By placing and monitoring nest boxes like
this, Bill Ralph makes a positive contribution
to the native bird populations of California.
Photo © Megan Ralph

boxes in the open grasslands of Mariposa, Merced,
and Madera counties. He
spent the fall scouting out
the best candidates for good
kestrel nesting habitats and
talked to ranchers, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers,
and other landowners. Then
he fred up a crew of volunteers to help build and install 81 boxes.
That frst year, the number of boxes used by kestrels
was relatively small, with
three successful nesting attempts fedging 12 chicks.
Some other species also took up residence:
House Wrens, Tree Swallows, and Ashthroated Flycatchers nested in four of the
boxes. Ralph monitored progress, gathering data about regular visits by birds.
The next season, Ralph organized a
big expansion: The number of boxes
increased to more than 275, including
some designed for Wood Ducks, Barn
Owls, and Western Bluebirds. Each of
the duck and owl boxes had an attached
songbird nest box. That year, 62 kestrels
fedged, along with 31 Barn Owls, 22
Western Bluebirds, and at least 20 Wood
Ducks. Two pairs of Oak Titmice rounded
out the species list.
In 2014, for the project’s third season,
Ralph’s crew added yet another 70 boxes
in Merced and Mariposa counties, but,
probably because of drought conditions,
the number of fedglings did not increase.
Only Tree Swallows seemed to have a good
year. Ralph is thinking about adding some
Burrowing Owl boxes.
Lowell Young, YAAS Board President,
said, “Bill’s energy and commitment to this
program has made a huge and positive
contribution to the native bird population
by increasing the availability of suitable
nest cavities at our locations, as well as
providing data that will help researchers.
Very few people could accomplish what
he’s done—he’s a dynamo! Maybe a bit of
a crazy man, too, but in a good way; his
dedication to the program and the birds is
unmatched.”
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Iowa Young Birders

Story of a Start-Up
n early 2011, my wife and I attended
a high school volleyball tournament in
suburban Chicago at the Great Lakes Volleyball Center, a magnifcent 85,000-square-foot
building with 12 full-size volleyball courts. We
spent a day immersed in volleyball frenzy: dozens of
uniformed teams, coaches with logo jackets, trained
game offcials, and parents everywhere. I thought
to myself: “Why can’t young birders have this kind
of organized encouragement and support?” At the
time, we were planning a move back to my native
Iowa, which had no formal young birder program. I
quickly discovered that many young birder groups

I

Iowa Young Birders invited ABA President Jeffrey
A. Gordon to help lead 38 young birders and parents
on a feld trip to Hickory Hill Park in Iowa City in
September 2012. Photo © Helen Lindhorst
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were popping up at state and local levels throughout the U.S., and there were a number of successful models to study. (In particular, you may wish to
check out Chad Williams’s article in the Jan./Feb.
2013 issue of Birding.)
By spring of 2012, we had registered Iowa Young
Birders as an Iowa non-proft corporation, drafted
bylaws and policies, recruited a volunteer board
of directors, and applied successfully for taxexempt status with the Internal Revenue
Service. In December 2014, we added a
volunteer associate director, Tyler Harms,
to help with all aspects of our program.
In this article, I’d like to share highlights about our feld trips and offer a
list of the top seven things we’ve learned
that may be useful to other young birder groups.

Solon Iowa
Solon,
carlbendorf@gmail.com

Carl J.
Bendorf
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Young Birders Start-Up
Our frst feld trip in July 2012 attracted
seven young birders. Highlights since then
include:
• Total of 40 young birder feld trips
throughout Iowa
• 637 total participants, an average of 17
per trip, comprising 328 young birders,
210 parents, grandparents, accompanying adults, and 99 volunteer leaders; our
largest trip had 41 participants including 23 young birders.
• Approximately three-fourths of young
birders have been on one feld trip, and
one-fourth have attended multiple trips.
One 16-year-old has been on 32 of our
40 trips!
• 36% of our young birders were female;
64% were male. Their average age was
10.5.
• Two special all-day events with morning
feld trip and afternoon ornithology programs in collaboration with University
of Iowa and Iowa State University
• Iowa/Illinois Young Birder Weekend
with 24 young birders from Iowa, Illinois, and Wisconsin exploring the Mississippi River
• 37 participants traveled by chartered
bus to central Nebraska to witness the
Sandhill Crane migration
• Featured in a segment on Iowa Outdoors,
a program of Iowa Public Television
Part of a group of 50 young birders and
parents during Iowa/Illinois Young Birder
Weekend at Green Island, Iowa in June
2014. Photo © Linda Bendorf
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Our Survey

Thanks to a grant from the Resource Enhancement and Protection Program (REAP)
of the Iowa Department of Natural Resources, we were able to survey young birders
and parents on 14 feld trips between April
2013 and April 2014 to assess their experience and attitudes about our program. A total of 50 adults (i.e., parents, grandparents)
and 35 young birders completed online
surveys—a 45% response rate. Here are a
few highlights:
• Our feld trip participants were already
quite active as birders: 93% reported
watching birds around their home more
than once a week, and 75% reported
birding away from home in the prior
month (not including our feld trip).
At the same time, for half of the participants, our trip was their frst-ever organized birding feld trip. This reinforced
our notion that there was a need for
young birder programming in Iowa.
• Young birders were asked, “Compared
to BEFORE the feld trip, how would
you describe yourself” on several aspects
of conservation awareness:
– 77% reported some or signifcant positive change in their “awareness of the
diversity of birds in Iowa.”
– 57% reported some or signifcant
change in “awareness of how birds relate
to their environment.”
• Regarding their “ability to make informed
decisions about conservation issues,”
49% reported some or signifcant change.
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• Two additional responses suggested we
are on the right track with the quality of
our feld trips and overall logistics:
– 90% of the adult responders said they
were “willing to drive 50 miles or more
to take their children on an Iowa Young
Birders feld trip.”
– 89% of young birders and parents
combined reported being likely to “recommend our trips to a friend or family
member,” and 98% were likely to “sign
up for a future feld trip.”
We’ve used the results from this survey,
along with our personal experience, to
fne-tune our feld trips and develop the
Iowa Young Birders Field Trip Protocol.
Having this document helps us to communicate about best practices with volunteer
trip leaders and to stay focused on consistently creating positive experiences for
young birders and parents. A copy of the
original survey responses and our feld trip
protocol document can be downloaded at
tiny.cc/IAYBresources.
Here are our top seven tips for young
birder programs; choose what works
best for you!

1 Understand Your Market

• Do you create a free-standing organization or operate as a program or subunit of
an existing organization? Many successful young birder groups have developed
under the umbrella of an existing organization such as a state ornithological so-

Getting a case of “warbler neck” during Iowa/Illinois Young Birder Weekend at
Mississippi Palisades State Park, Illinois, in June 2014. Photo © Tim Frakes

ciety, Audubon group, nature center, or
other bird-related organization. This approach can take advantage of existing resources such as staffng, visibility, mailing
lists and websites, volunteers, and even
non-proft tax-exempt status. Ultimately,
we chose to create an independent nonproft organization, which helped us focus entirely on the needs and interests
of young birders. This model also lets us
seek charitable gifts and grants with a focus on youth education.
• What age group are you targeting? Many
young birder organizations target ages
12–18 because it’s easier to develop programming for a narrower age group; this
was our initial plan. However, during
the frst meeting of our board of directors, several board members asked me
how set we were on this age range because they were hoping to bring younger
grandchildren on feld trips. Lowering
our age group to 8 years and up turned
out to be the right choice for Iowa Young
Birders. As mentioned above, our average age on feld trips has been 10.5, and
half of our participants have been under
that initial target of age 12. After three
years, we see a group of emerging teenage young leaders here in Iowa. One of
our strategic goals is to include them in
planning our future programming.

2 Pay Attention to Parents
and to Your Volunteers
Any discussion of young birders must
acknowledge the vital role of parents,

The author steadies a scope during a feld trip to Squaw Creek
County Park, Iowa, in July 2013. Photo © Linda Bendorf

grandparents, and friends. Although we
require adult accompaniment on feld
trips only for young birders under age
12, it’s rare that adults don’t join in the
fun. We haven’t calculated the miles
driven by parents to and from our feld
trips, but one of our trips to northeast
Iowa (on a cold and snowy November
weekend) included four families, each
of whom drove more than 200 miles
round-trip to take part! While we try to
make our feld activities fun and valuable
for young birders, our communications,
online registration, and scheduling need
to be parent-friendly. Parents sign up on
the website and drive their young birders to our meeting points. Without their
interest and dedication, our feld trips
wouldn’t be possible.
So far, 27 different volunteers have dedicated time and enthusiasm as trip leaders for Iowa Young Birders; one volunteer
has been on 13 feld trips. We select our
volunteer leaders primarily for their ability to encourage and connect with young
birders. Our board established a policy at
its frst meeting requiring a state criminal
background check for every volunteer.
Every frst-time volunteer receives an
Iowa Young Birders hat and as much recognition and thanks as we can offer. Our
volunteers tell us how much they enjoy
spending time with and mentoring these
future birders! And our parents mention
how much they appreciate having strong
role models and encouragement for their
young birders.

3 Invest in Your Website and Social
Media, and Use Lots of Photos
One of the hardest parts of launching an
organization has been building awareness and effective communication. We’ve
invested many hours in making our website informative and easy to navigate. Our
primary communication tool has been a
monthly eNewsletter to roughly 1,000
email addresses. Facebook and Twitter also
help us spread the word. Whenever possible, we submit our feld trip schedules to
various free online event listings offered by
media outlets. Following every feld trip,
we post photos and a trip report on our
website and Facebook page; we then send
a web link to the participating families.
Whenever possible, our trip photos feature the faces of engaged and enthusiastic
young birders and parents—not the backs
of their heads!

4 Develop Partnerships
Most state ornithological societies, local
bird clubs, conservation educators, and nature centers are eager to work with young
birders. They will welcome your offer to
co-sponsor young birder feld trips. It’s
important to be fexible to ft into existing event calendars, but your partner organizations will help you spread the word
with their networks. Some organizations
will consider providing fnancial sponsorship of your programs if you can defne the
need and speak to the potential outcomes.
Parents frequently mention how much fun
their children have interacting with peers
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Young Birders Start-Up
around Iowa and beyond. Reaching out
to other young birder groups in nearby
states or regions to plan joint events is a
powerful way to build an expanding network of friends for your young birders.

5 Require Advance
Registration for Events
We don’t charge a fee for feld trips, but
we do require advance online registration. (Note: We do charge fees to cover Eighteen young birders explored Ledges State Park
costs for some of our special events.) It during Iowa Young Birder Day in August 2013. In
can be time-consuming to track all this the afternoon, we visited Iowa State University and
information, but it has been incredibly learned about college and career opportunities in
ornithology. Photo © Carl Bendorf
helpful by giving us:
• Advance notice of our approximate
bunches—groups of more than 20 tend
group size so we can have enough volto string out, which makes it diffcult for
unteer leaders on hand and be ready to
leaders to engage with young birders.
divide into smaller feld parties (some of
• Avoid narrow trails, which inevitably
our trips have had over 40 individuals!).
stretch the group into a long line and
• A printed roster of trip participants so
make it very diffcult to communicate
we can check off arriving families (many
and engage with participants.
of whom we can greet by name, thanks
• Hand out paper checklists or other mato our list!).
terials AFTER the feld trip. This encour• Ability to send an email reminder in adages kids to keep their heads up and to
vance with details on exactly where to
interact more.
meet, expected weather conditions, and
• Don’t use feld guides during the trip;
what to bring.
better to encourage young birders to ac• Ability to cancel a trip due to dangerous
tually look at what they are seeing and
weather using text messages or phone
try to describe it to you. You can check
calls (we’ve had to do this twice).
the feld guides beforehand to prepare
• Contact information for sending a postfor likely species or afterwards to contrip survey or alert that we’ve posted a
frm an identifcation.
trip report and photos on our website.
• Don’t have too many adult birders (no
• An email list for sending a monthly ematter how experienced or well-intennewsletter with upcoming events and
tioned): this inevitably shifts the group
news.
dynamic away from a focus on young
Our online registration form includes a
birders. We try to have no more than
liability release and photo permission that
one trip leader for roughly every fve
can be signed electronically, which elimiyoung birders.
nates paper for everybody.
• Look for opportunities to connect the
birds you encounter with habitat and
6 Plan Your Field Trips
conservation issues. Talk about what the
Here’s a quick look at key parts of feld trip
bird is doing (feeding, nesting, migrating,
planning:
hiding) and how particular birds are in• Pick easy-to-fnd locations with adteracting with each other and the habitat.
equate parking and nearby restrooms.
• These tips and more are in our Iowa
• Have enough equipment for everyone.
Young Birders Field Trip Protocol on our
We bring loaner binoculars and at least
website.
one spotting scope.
• Plan a walking route that starts and ends
7 Use Your Spotting Scope,
at your parking location; change locaand Adjust the Height
tions by car as little as possible.
Many young birders don’t have suitable bin• Be prepared to break into smaller
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oculars. It’s great if you can acquire a supply
of loaner binoculars that will ft young birders. But even with the binocular orientation
at the start of our feld trips, getting a look at
a fast-moving bird can be diffcult for many
young birders. For many kids, the highlight
of the trip may be that eye-popping look
through your high-quality spotting scope.
Getting a great view of a few birds is more
memorable than getting a feeting glimpse at
most birds on your trip list.
Just don’t forget that if you can look comfortably through your spotting scope, your
tripod is probably too high to be comfortable for shorter birders! Angled spotting
scopes that can be rotated work well for
observers of different heights.

Our Best Advice
You’ve carefully structured your organization, set up a full calendar, recruited volunteers, built your website, and spread
the word far and wide. All the planning
and attention to detail is critical, but once
the feld trip is in motion, pour all of your
energy into making this an unforgettable
experience for your young birders. Birders
often talk about their spark bird—that unforgettable experience with an individual
bird. But for many, there is also a spark person who patiently answers your questions,
generously shares information, consistently
encourages your efforts, and serves as a role
model and mentor. If you are involved with
a young birder organization, this is your
primary goal and most important contribution. Facts and identifcation details are
great, but these can also be found in a good
feld guide. It’s your own passion and fun
with birds and birding that will have the
greatest impression on young people!

Many individuals and organizations have
played a key role in the launch and development of Iowa Young Birders, including our volunteer board of directors, the American Birding
Association; Iowa Ornithologists’ Union; Iowa
Audubon; volunteer trip leaders; many local organizations and site hosts for feld trips; Eagle
Optics; Birdwatching.com; and all the parents,
families, friends, and young birders. In addition, numerous other young birder organizations have been unfailingly helpful and willing
to share information and ideas.

ABA Event

ABA India Safari
Taj, Tigers & Birding
When: February 8-18, 2016

From New Delhi, our safari explores two of the most famous birding

Where: Bharatpur & Ranthambhore

and wildlife national parks in this amazing country; the royal wildfowl

(double occupancy)

Hosts: Jeff Gordon and Liz Gordon,
Adam Riley, George Armistead,
Cuan Rush, and more.

sanctuary of Keoladeo National Park at Bharatpur and the fabled Ranthambhore National Park, the tiger reserve widely considered to be
one of the best places to see this most magnifcent of the world’s big
cats. We’ll also visit the incredible Taj Mahal and other
breathtaking historic buildings in and around
Agra. Join us in this unforgettable trip!

For more details and registration, go to:

events.aba.org
eve n t s @ a b a . o r g • 8 0 0 . 8 5 0 . 2 47 3
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How Much: Register now!: $3,850
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Conservation on the Wings of the

Mountain Bird Festival
A

t the southern end of the Rogue River Valley,
where the ancient Siskiyou Mountains butt up
against the younger and more jagged Cascades
and their line of active volcanoes, there lies the small
and inviting town of Ashland, Oregon. It is here that
a small group of dedicated individuals are busy organizing the second annual Mountain Bird Festival—an
event hosted in May 2015 by Klamath Bird Observatory that proudly places conservation front and center.
The larger region of southern Oregon and northern
California is sometimes referred to as the mythical state
of Jefferson in homage to past secessionist movements
to create a ffty-frst state. This remote region is an attractive setting for a birding festival for many reasons.
The natural beauty of the area can be overwhelming.
To the east of Ashland, the Cascades rise up from the
valley foor at a steady pace; their lower foothills are

clothed in grasslands and oak woodlands that eventually give way to conifer forests studded with mountain
meadows and natural lakes. In the mornings, dramatic
bands of clouds reveal the scale of the landscape. In the
late afternoons, a popular activity is to sit outside Ashland’s Caldera Brewery and watch the red sunlight slide
up the Cascade range, lingering last on Grizzly Peak.
Towering above Ashland to the west are the steepsided and heavily forested Siskiyous, with their granite
heart. From nearly any vantage point in these mountains, one can admire a series of ridgelines leading to
the horizon. The possibilities for exploration seem endless. For visiting and local birders, the mountain birds
offer the most compelling reason to venture outside.
Many mountain birds live and breed in habitats less
than a half hour drive from downtown Ashland. They
range from alpha predators, like the Great Gray Owl

View of the southern Rogue Valley from a lookout in Cascade-Siskiyou National
Monument, located 10 miles southeast of Ashland. Photo © Brandon Breen
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Ashland, Oregon
brandonmbreen@hotmail.com

Brandon
Breen
Ashland, Oregon
atowhee@gmail.com

Harry
Fuller
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Ashland, Oregon
jda@klamathbird.org

John
Alexander
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Mountain Bird Festival

Birders who are serious about fun and
conservation. Photo © Brandon Breen

Adult male Anna’s Hummingbird.

and Northern Goshawk, to the diminutive
Chestnut-backed Chickadee and Pygmy
Nuthatch. The area is rich in woodpeckers, including Acorn and Lewis’s, Blackbacked and White-headed, as well as
Red-breasted and Williamson’s Sapsuckers. Mountain Quail call from the steepest slopes, and Western Tanagers provide
sparks of bright color against the dark
green of the conifers they love.
American Dippers breed in town along
the creek in Lithia Park. The nearby meadows and brushy mountain slopes harbor

Vesper Sparrow, Lazuli Bunting, MacGillivray’s Warbler, Green-tailed Towhee, and
Mountain Bluebird. Above 4,000 feet, the
Douglas-fr forests shelter Hermit Warbler,
Cassin’s Vireo, Olive-sided Flycatcher,
Dusky Flycatcher, and Gray Jay.
Klamath Bird Observatory’s Mountain
Bird Festival celebrates these and other
birds while raising funds and awareness
for their continued survival. This year’s
festival will be held from May 29th to May
31st, with help from partner organizations
including the City of Ashland, the Ashland Chamber of Commerce, and ScienceWorks Hands-On Museum. The festival
emphasizes the important roles of citizens
and science in elevating bird conserva-

The Rogue River was one of the original eight
rivers included in the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act of 1968. Photo © Theresa Breen
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Great Gray Owl is featured on the Mountain Bird
Festival logo and was seen on multiple feld trips
during the 2014 festival. Photo © Peter J. Thiemann

tion; in fact, every festival attendee acts as
a signifcant conservation steward by (1)
donating to the National Wildlife Refuge
System, (2) donating to Klamath Bird Observatory’s conservation science programs,
and (3) contributing feld trip bird sightings to the eBird database through the regional portal, eBird Northwest.
First, each festival-goer supports conservation by purchasing a Federal Migratory
Bird Hunting and Conservation [Duck]
Stamp through their registration payment.

Staff from Klamath Bird Observatory get out of the offce for a monthly birding outing, in this case to
an eBird hotspot and Mountain Bird Festival feld trip destination: Emigrant Lake. Photo © Karen Hussey

The Federal Duck Stamp Program is considered one of the most successful conservation programs of all time; proceeds from
stamp sales are used to purchase or lease
strategic wetland habitat for protection
within the National Wildlife Refuge System. More than 6 million acres of habitat
have been preserved through this program
over the last 80 years.
The breeding birds of national wildlife refuges near Ashland will be among the attractions of the 2015 Mountain Bird Festival.
A few feld trips will cross the north-south
running Cascades to visit the Upper and
Lower Klamath National Wildlife Refuges in
the world-renowned Klamath Basin. There,
visitors will attempt to glimpse the rushing
courtship displays of Clark’s and Western
grebes while admiring other waterfowl and
raptors. The Upper Refuge has received support from Duck Stamp funds, whereas the
Lower Refuge predates the stamp program,

Adult male Evening Grosbeak. Photo © Dan Elster

having been established in 1908 by President Theodore Roosevelt as the U.S.’s frst
migratory waterfowl refuge.
Second, Mountain Bird Festival attendees advance bird conservation by purchasing through registration a new and attractive Mountain Bird Conservation Science
Stamp, modeled after the Duck Stamp
and designed by northern California art- Adult Bald Eagle. Photo © George Peterson
May 2015 | Birder’s Guide to Conservation & Community
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Mountain Bird Festival

Sandhill Cranes breed east of Ashland in the Cascade Range. Photo © Peter J. Thiemann

ist Gary Bloomfeld. Proceeds from these
sales support Klamath Bird Observatory’s
science and education programs. The observatory oversees one of the densest networks of long-term bird-monitoring stations in the world and delivers environmental data and expertise to regional land
managers who produce on-the-ground
results that beneft birds.
Third, the Mountain Bird Festival elevates conservation by ensuring all bird
sightings made during its feld trips will
be entered into eBird, a real-time, online
checklist program created by the Cornell
Lab of Ornithology and National Audubon
Society. eBird is one of the fastest-growing
biological databases in the world. The bird
abundance and distribution data entered
into eBird contribute to an unprecedented
understanding of the dynamic health of
the natural world and allow scientists to
better identify conservation priorities.
The Mountain Bird Festival is notable for
a few reasons beyond its conservation signifcance. The festival is a true community
event that draws upon and showcases the
talent and products of the region, including
birding guides, musicians, artists, and local foods and beverages. Visitors to Ashland
will soon learn that the town is home to the
nine-month-long Oregon Shakespeare Festival, which runs three professional theatres
and several plays through its lengthy sea-

son. Local wineries, brewpubs, and restaurants cater to a sophisticated clientele. Also,
hiking, kayaking, river rafting, rock climbing, and other mountain-based sports are
widely enjoyed by visitors and locals alike.
Importantly, the festival is demonstrating
that birding means business: In 2014, attendees spent an estimated $70,000 on
lodging, travel, food, entertainment, and
other incidentals during their festival visit,
offering economic benefts for the local
communities in and around Ashland.
The Mountain Bird Festival is a fun and
ambitious event aimed at further mobilizing birdwatchers, who collectively possess
the power to overturn decades-long population declines in many species. Conservation-minded birdwatchers are gathering
in late May in southern Oregon to enjoy—and protect—nature’s full avian palette, from black and white to gray, purple,
lazuli, blue, yellow, golden, orange, ruby,
red, green, and olive.
The goal is nothing
short of success
with fying
colors.

Prairie Falcon. Photo © Peter J. Thiemann
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Wrentit. Photo © Jim Livaudais

Adult male Lazuli Bunting. Photo © Jim Livaudais

ABA Event

Olympic Peninsula
Birding Rally

Photo © George Armistead
Photo © Dorian Anderson
Photo © George Armistead

When: September 16-20, 2015

Let’s go birding! Join your fellow ABA members and ABA Staff as we

Where: Port Angeles &
Ocean Shores, WA

hit Hurricane Ridge and the Hoh Rain Forest in Olympic National Park,

Hosts: Jeff Gordon and Liz
Gordon, George Armistead,
Shawneen Finnegan, Dave Irons,
Bill Stewart, and more.

where the coast teems with shorebirds. Searching for Sooty Grouse,

and also explore Puget Sound and the coast south to Ocean Shores,

Chestnut-backed Chickadee, Pacifc Golden-Plover among other regional specialties we’ll see a great array of birds while
getting to know the peninsula. Evenings feature
lectures on an array of fascinating topics.

Photo © Dorian Anderson
Photo © Dorian Anderson

events.aba.org
eve n t s @ a b a . o r g • 8 0 0 . 8 5 0 . 2 47 3

Photo © Jess Findlay

For more details and registration, go to:

Do you never leave the house without your binoculars? Are
birds always on your mind? How would you like to stretch and grow
your birding skills under the guidance of some of the most respected
birders in North America, have a lot of fun in the process and win some
great prizes? If you are age 10 to 18 years old and enjoy any or all
aspects of birding, then the ABA Young Birder
of the Year Contest is for you!

For more information,
including how to enter,
prizes, and deadlines,
please visit:
youngbirders.aba.org/young-birder-of-the-year-contest
To the right are just a few samples of the many entries received for previous years’ contests.
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GLADE: Inspiring a New Generation
M

y love for birds emerged in
the Kansas prairie during my

childhood. I remember sitting in a duck
blind in the middle of the great Central
Flyway watching an endless stream of
waterfowl passing overhead, extending
to all horizons. I was a watcher, and the
majesty of the incredible spectacle unfolding before me touched me deeply.

There was an underlying simplicity and
peace that governed the complex winged
movement of the mass migration. This ancient dance and accompanying song transported me from a distant watcher to the
center of this dynamic realm, serving, in
time, to empower my own fedgling wings.
It was there and then that my passion for
nature emerged.
Passion for the natural world is the sublime elixir for which we conservationists
search. When released in a timely manner,
as it was for me on the Kansas prairie, it
leaves an indelible mark. It communicates
meaning and purpose to everyday experiences, and it gently implores the individuals
experiencing it to share their love of nature
with others. This passion provides both a

beginning and an end point in this exploration of GLADE, the Green Leadership Academy for Diverse Ecosystems.
The GLADE project began in the Missouri Ozarks in 2009 when the Greater
Ozarks Audubon Society (GOAS) was
awarded an innovation grant from the
Audubon/Toyota TogetherGreen program.
At that time, GOAS and the Missouri State
University (MSU) Biology Department designed the teen conservation leadership
academy to inspire the next generation of
conservation leaders. GLADE selects 16 talented young people each summer. It blends
leadership training, habitat restoration, and
ecology-based curriculum into an innovative model of conservation education, environmental stewardship, and community

Ozarks youths engage in hard work with a purpose at GLADE. Transplanting
native cane restores the original habitat of many Neotropical bird species,
including Swainson’s Warbler. Each year, nearly two acres is converted into

For many GLADE participants, holding a Neotropical

riparian canebrake via the efforts of regional teens. Photo © Kelsey Rumley

migrant such as this Black-and-white Warbler is
life-changing. Photo © Kelsey Rumley
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building. Now in its seventh year, it continues to bring people and organizations
together around its theme of sustainability
for natural ecosystems and human communities now and in the future.
“If you are looking for a way to help the
environment, future generations, and teenagers today, look no further than GLADE”,
said Paul O’Donnell, 17, a rural participant
and volunteer for the U.S. National Park
Service National Scenic Riverways from
Eminence, Missouri. He wrote further in his
post-GLADE survey that “GLADE guides
teenage conservationists through a series
of activities designed to help them grow
together, and learn valuable environmental
and scientifc skills. It produces people with
a keen love for the environment and the

skills to do something about it.”
The ultimate objective of GLADE is to
instill within its participants a long-term
desire to give back to nature. A page from
GLADE curriculum proclaims “It is not
only your right, but it is your responsibility to step up when your voice or actions
can move us closer to a time when all wild
things are provided suitable habitat and a
chance to survive.” Post-GLADE grants
awarded to graduates by the Community
Foundation of the Ozarks turn the youth
conservationists into community leaders,
and their ideas into realities, as outdoor
learning centers, native plant gardens, bluebird trails, recycling programs, low-impact
developments, waterway clean-ups, and
other environmental projects spring up

Greg
Swick

Ozark, Missouri
grswick@gmail.com

of Ozark Conservationists

across the Ozarks landscape.
Mist-netting and bird-banding are vital
components of GLADE success. These activities often provide youth with their frst
encounter with the passion that drives the
week-long, residential GLADE program.
Avian feld research engages students in
scientifc data collection and teaches them
about the lives of Ozarks birds. As young
people gain an understanding of the obstacles facing migrating birds, instructors
emphasize the metaphorical implications
of the avian journey to challenge the youth
to develop perseverance and resourceful
living in their own lives. This can be accomplished by discussing various prompts
such as: What qualities must a Neotropical species develop or possess in order to

GLADE instructor Andrew Kinslow shows participants a Prothonotary
Warbler. Kinslow received the ABA’s 2014 Chandler Robbins Award
Young conservationists engage in all phases of cane restoration, from the acquisition of plants from established

for Education and Conservation, in part for his education and habitat
restoration work via GLADE. Photo © Kelsey Rumley

canebrakes to the fnal tamp-down of soil at transplant sites.
Photo © Kelsey Rumley
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GLADE • Inspiring a New Generation
ensure its survival during its journey? How
are these similar to the characteristics one
needs to be a successful person? In this way,
the bird’s story, in fgurative terms, serves as
inspiration and motivation to the developing leaders.
When the mist nets are unfurled on a
cool Ozarks morning, the students are eager
to band birds. A young naturalist scurries
through the underbrush and cries out from
the oak-and-hickory-dominated forest.
“Got one!” A bird struggles awkwardly in
the nearly invisible mist net. Curious teens
gather around, trying to discern the sights
and sounds in the slanting rays of the morning light. As the entangled bird hangs helplessly, it is calmly approached by the bander
and skillfully removed from the net. The
feld marks become increasingly visible. In
protective hands, the tiny bird emerges and
springs to its upright position. It is an American Redstart, one of about 60 Neotropical
bird species that return to the Ozarks each
spring and summer to raise young.
GLADE bird-banding activity is part of
the Monitoring Avian Productivity and Survivorship (MAPS) research program of the
Institute for Bird Populations. While carefully adhering to the established protocol,
GLADE banders Andrew Kinslow and Dr.
Janice Greene use migration maps, photographs, and iPad apps to complement the

hands-on learning taking place. With Pyle’s
Identifcation Guide to North American Birds
always within easy reach, birds are measured, aged, sexed, weighed, evaluated,
banded, and passed around to awestruck
teens. Adult mentors share their personal
glimpses into the lives of these birds of two
worlds. Kinslow’s favorite story involves
the lifespan and navigation abilities of one
particular Louisiana Waterthrush, which
returned to the Homestead Springs Farm
and Research Station and was netted in the
exact-same location for nine years in a row
from 1999 to 2007!
As the week progresses, participants
immerse in nature, and their journals begin to record desired outcomes. Brooke
Widmar, an enthusiastic 17-year-old from
Ozark, Missouri, refects on her experience, explaining that GLADE is teaching
her scientifc and communication skills that
are important in addressing the plight of
these long-distant migrants. She elaborates:
“How many kids get to hold a Neotropical
bird in their hands? How many kids get to
say they helped restore habitat for an endangered warbler?”
During the course of the academy, teambuilding challenges are invaluable in teaching leadership styles and the dynamics of
group interaction, and in reinforcing individual strengths. However, these simulated

activities cannot compare with the personal
growth and development that occurs when
the GLADE team actively engages in an
authentic conservation challenge head-on.
For this reason, GLADE youth take on the
real-world work of restoring vital habitat for
two species of special concern in the White
River Glades and Woodlands Important
Bird Area (IBA).
Swainson’s Warblers are elusive and diffcult to observe, even though their song
is loud and distinctive. In Missouri, at the
northwestern extreme of their geographic
range, they reside in the canebrakes of riparian habitats. Due to reservoir construction and land-use changes, Swainson’s
Warblers are now absent from many areas
of Missouri where they once enjoyed a sustainable population, including this IBA.
That is where GLADE comes in.
In 2004, GOAS, in collaboration with
the Missouri Department of Conservation
(MDC), purchased a backhoe attachment
that could be used to transplant Giant Cane
(Arundinaria gigantea)—a native bamboo—
from established canebrakes to temporary
plots. In the summer of 2009, the attachment was used when GLADE youth joined
MDC workers to transplant more than 100
large cane clumps. The two-acre canebrake
established in this effort is spreading well,
and similar restoration efforts have been

At the end of a successful day of cane restoration, pride resonates from the entire group. We hope a full week’s immersion in nature inspires
and empowers GLADE participants to further affect positive change in Ozarks communities and ecosystems. Photo © Kelsey Rumley
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Because weather conditions must be perfect to administer prescribed burns, other
restoration methods are also used. During
GLADE programs, participants cut down
red-cedars and remove invasive species to
facilitate the growth of native glade species.
Even if the ecological results of restoration are slow-coming, an immediate human beneft has emerged through our wise
investment in tomorrow’s conservation
leaders: Conservation service is frmly implanted in the lives of young naturalists.
The habitat restoration experience connects
them to supportive peers and channels their
energy into action within the expanding
GLADE network.
“Everybody there has a similar passion,”
said Emily Samuel, a 17-year-old birder
and current GOAS Board member. “It is
truly a life-changing camp!” Experiences
like GLADE beckon these kids to fnd the
sweet spot in their life, where their intellect and their sense of wonder converge.
At this intersection is a tremendous wave

ABA Summit
& Annual Members Meeting

When:
ABA Summit:
Sept 30–Oct 2, 2015
American Birding Expo:
Oct 2–4, 2015

Where:
Grange Insurance Audubon
Center, Columbus, OH

of appreciation for nature. The wave lifts
these teens to its crest, where they can see
clearly and confdently into the future. It
renews hope, creates new possibilities, and
empowers youth to make a positive impact
on their surroundings. It connects them to
like-minded people from all ages and backgrounds, with whom they can share nature’s
transformative qualities. As a result, they
are gently led to fnd ways to give back.
The GLADE project is part of our ongoing conservation conversation and remains
an innovative tool for inspiring and engaging youth in conservation. As Aldo Leopold
penned, “A thing is right when it tends to
preserve the integrity, stability and beauty
of the biotic community. It is wrong when
it tends otherwise”. At GLADE, a new generation of conservation leaders discerns the
wisdom in Leopold’s words.
For more information on the GLADE project,
see greenleadershipacademy.org or email the
author at gladeproject@gmail.com.

Join the ABA Staff, fellow ABA members, and a great mix of well-known
birding personalities at our frst-ever
ABA Summit to be held just prior to
and in association with the American
Birding Expo hosted by Bird Watcher’s
Digest and sponsored by the ABA.
Not only is the ABA Summit a unique one-of-a-kind event,
it’s FREE! All Are welCOme! An exciting slate of activities
are scheduled for the two days including:
• VIP Access to the American Birding Expo vendor areas
• Annual ABA Members Meeting
• Birding Workshops (photography, art, feld skills, etc.)
• Optics Demonstrations & Panel Discussions
• Socials (meet and reconnect with friends)
• And of course…… a little bit of birding too!

How Much: FREE!

For more details go to:

Limit: All are welcome

events.aba.org
eve n t s @ a b a . o r g • 8 0 0 . 8 5 0 . 2 47 3
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completed by GLADE students in four additional years. To date, ten acres of riparian
cane habitat has been re-established.
Bachman’s Sparrow is similar to Swainson’s Warbler in that it is seldom seen because of its furtive behavior amid the native
plants of its preferred habitat. When fresuppression policies were in place during
the 20th century, Bachman’s Sparrow populations plummeted. Suitable glade habitat
for the sparrow has been maintained by
periodic burns under current land-management policy, but many people suspect
that breeding Bachman’s Sparrows are now
extirpated from Missouri. However, a MDC
ecologist made a promising sighting on private land in August of 2013.
Maintaining Missouri glade habitat for
Bachman’s Sparrow requires constant vigilance. Native Eastern Red-Cedars (Juniperus
virginiana) grow well in unburned glade
habitats, cutting off sunlight and robbing
nutrients from desired plants. In addition,
invasive species replace native vegetation.
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Opening
the

Door
It’s 2:55 p.m. and I’m at London’s Heathrow

Airport, sitting on a plane bound for Glasgow.
I have made the fight by the skin of my teeth.
Classic me. I am visiting Scotland at the behest
of the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds
for a series of engagements that include
delivering a talk to the general public about
the idea of watching birds in urban areas.

Also on the cards is leading a walk around
a local urban nature reserve, again for the
general populace, to try to inspire them
to open their eyes to the wildlife that surrounds them. The United Kingdom is a nation of animal lovers; it’s been claimed that
we have, per capita, more people interested
in nature and wildlife watching than any
other country in the world. A tall accolade
for sure, but even within this bird-loving
realm, there are many citizens who just
don’t have a connection to nature. They
believe that nature is only to be found in
the depths of the countryside, away from
prying eyes, or on television. Many are
unaware that they may encounter nature
within the very urban centers that they inhabit. I love talking to audiences like the
ones in Glasgow. Just seeing the looks of
genuine surprise on some of their faces is
priceless, when they discover for the frst
time that attractive birds like Eurasian Jays
and European Goldfnches can be found in
their neighborhoods.
I traverse the UK and beyond, extolling
the virtues of watching birds in built-up areas. It was a calling that I fell into by accident when I was originally asked to appear
on the BBC’s “Springwatch” program nine
years ago to talk about the birds at Wormwood Scrubs, my west London patch. If I’m
not writing about urban wildlife, then I relish the thought of talking to live audiences

about urban birds and their conservation.
These public engagements, alongside regular media appearances, have been par for
the course for me as The Urban Birder over
the ensuing years.
Urban birding seems to be a very popular
subject these days, as I have been invited
around the world to talk about it. But before I go any further, let me formally introduce myself. I was raised in Wembley, north
London, in a predominately black and Irish
neighborhood. It is an area best known as
the site of Britain’s world-famous soccer
ground, Wembley Stadium. I have been interested in birds and wildlife since before
I can remember. Despite this innate interest while growing up, I had no one around
who had the slightest leaning towards natural history: no family member, no neighbor, nobody. Whenever I asked questions,
I was told that there were no birds in the
city and all nature was in the countryside.
As I didn’t have a mentor, I taught myself
about the natural world and, in particular,
birds. By the time I was eight, I had become
a walking compendium on British birds,
and I was leading groups of my classmates
on nature walks around the school woods.
I continued to beg and plead to be taken to
the Shangri-La known as the countryside,
in vain. Instead, I was confned to my local
urban area. It was there that I discovered
the delights of urban birds.

The author (front, right) leads a group around Rainham Marshes RSPB Reserve in Essex, England.
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Teaching the fock.
Here, the author shows
a group of Portuguese

David
Lindo

beginners the birds in
their local neighborhood.

familiar territory? Any leisure time would
be spent bonding with rum and dominoes
while skanking to the latest ska tune. Having a house party was a far more likely activity than a stroll in the countryside to take
in the rural chorus of Yellowhammers and
Sky Larks.
Forty years and a couple generations later, things have changed considerably. Britain has become a more integrated and accepting society. But I also believe that, despite everything, a fear remains—certainly
within the black community—of stepping
out into the countryside. The perceptions
that existed in my parents’ day persist, now
under the guise of “the countryside’s too
boring, what am I going to do there?”
Meanwhile, somewhere along the line,
society has disconnected with nature. I believe that, in the U.K., this disconnection
spans all walks of life, colors, and creeds.
We live in a world driven by need for instant gratifcation. People expect everything labeled, pre-packaged, beautifed,
and on a plate—and now!
When I was small, kids were encouraged
to have hobbies. I knew plenty of stamp
collectors, toy soldier and railway set enthusiasts—kids with the kinds of interests

London, England, United Kingdom
theurbanbirder@theurbanbirder.com

But it wasn’t all plain sailing. I was a
black kid into birds, and I stood out. None
of the other black kids in my neighborhood understood my passion, although I
did manage to get one of them to come out
birding with me on a few occasions. Our
association ended fairly quickly, though,
when he succumbed to peer pressure.
They were the very same people who took
great delight in harassing me for having
what they deemed an English white man’s
pastime. That was life in 1970s London.
Racism was also rife. I was getting the racially-motivated name-calling from some
white people and being chastised for being
a birder by “my people”. I got it from both
angles. Although it didn’t dim my passion,
it did cause me to become a little more secretive about my activities for fear of drawing attention to myself.
I often wondered why there were so
few black people interested in wildlife in
those days. Even today I am only aware
of a handful of British black birders, and
one who I know personally had a similar
story to tell concerning his formative birding years. The main difference was that he
might have got even more abuse because of
his dual-heritage background.
When my parents’ generation frst arrived in Britain, most of them came from
rural backgrounds, and for a while they retained a strong relationship with their natal
native fora and fauna. Once they relocated
within Britain’s cities, other priorities soon
kicked in. Finding themselves in a strange
and sometimes hostile new environment,
the most important thing was to get settled,
fnd work, obtain housing, and put food on
the table. Add to that scenario the fear and
trepidation many ethnic immigrants felt
about venturing outside of a city and into
the English hinterland. I truly believe that,
in those days, newly arrived immigrants
were convinced that if they ended up in a
quaint village, they would be gawked at,
racially abused, and chased out of town.
These beliefs were fuelled by the images of
British life portrayed by the media at the
time. You can see why my parents’ generation sought safety by grouping together
within selected areas of the cities. Besides,
why get yourself into a potentially hostile
situation when you can stay within your

that in today’s world would be deemed as
old-fashioned and plain weird. Nowadays,
city kids rarely engage in outdoor pastimes that involve connecting with wildlife
on their own accord. People are scared of
getting dirty, getting injured, or catching
strange diseases. The perceived phenomenon of “stranger danger” also has a large
part to play in our youth’s disconnection.
It is easier to stick a child in the corner of
a room in front of a television or computer
device, and to leave them to it.
I have taken city schoolkids of all races
on urban nature walks, and I am still horrifed when some of them admit to having
never seen a real cow standing in a rural
feld or waves crashing onto a beach. It
makes me desperately sad, especially when
you can see that these kids are genuinely
interested in nature. I believe that most
kids have a real interest in their environment. The problem is that they have no
mentors to drive their interest on. For me,
it’s all about showing people “the door”. Let
me give you an example.
A few years ago, I was asked by a frm of
architects that specialized in planning ecologically sound buildings to take a group
of young students on a bird walk around
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Opening the Door
the streets of the London Borough of Southwark. This area is just south of the Thames
River near Tower Bridge and is fairly downtrodden. The students were 18-year-old local
kids who were sponsored by the architects to
complete a course on the architecture, local
history, and socioeconomics of the area. I met
them early on a cold Sunday morning outside
the iconic Tate Modern in Southwark. I was
wearing my binoculars and a broad smile,
but I could see from their faces that they
were not impressed. They gave me the vibe
that they dreaded spending the next couple
hours watching birds with me. However, I
greeted them all, and soon we were walking
the streets spotting birds. To cut a long story
short, I eventually had to tell them that I had
to leave, as they didn’t want it to end. They
were hooked!
Six months later, I was invited to a reception put on by the students to thank the
people who had helped them along the way.
They individually told the assembled attendees about the highs and lows of their course.
Every one of them agreed that the birding
element was unexpectedly the most enjoyable part of their study. Even the sole black
guy in the group (whose tutor had previously
told me he was the hardest to connect with)
agreed. In fact, he went on to say that he had
retained the names of the birds and was busily impressing his friends with his new-found
knowledge. Let’s not kid ourselves: None of
those guys will likely become birders. But
they had seen the door. They had become
aware of the wealth of nature that surrounds
them. We should all open the door to as many
people as possible. Many of those who know
about the door will never open it to venture
into the world of urban birds and other nature. But they will know about it. That is all
we can ask for.
The plane is preparing for takeoff, and I
am buckled in my seat. I’m wondering if the
good folk of Glasgow will be up for hearing about urban birding. Well, I can point
people to the door. If they see it, my job will
be done.
Editor’s notE: For more on the topics
raised in this commentary, check out Birding’s
interview of Dudley Edmonson (tinyurl.com/
edmundson-interview) and Last Child in the
Woods by Richard Louv.
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hen I talk to Colorado landowners
the key to the species’ recovery. A partner biabout Lesser Prairie-Chickens, most
ologist can help to match landowners with
say that they have never seen one.
conservation programs that best ft the habiThis does not come as much of a surprise;
tat type and the landowner’s land-use goals.
these birds are fairly reclusive and have a
Conservation programs in Colorado target
limited range in the state. There was a time
the two key aspects of Lesser Prairie-Chicken
when the Lesser Prairie-Chicken was comhabitat: rangeland management and CRP enmonplace across its range, but populations
rollment and enhancement.
have declined from an estimate of millions of
Lesser Prairie-Chickens prefer large blocks
birds prior to 1900 to approximately 17,600
of habitat, with low levels of fragmentation.
in 2013.
Large ranches often provide the perfect niche
Lesser Prairie-Chickens occur in only fve
for these needs, as the birds have adapted to
states: Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas,
lands that are grazed by large herbivores such
and New Mexico. During spring, groups of
as bison or cattle. Grazing that does not leave
males will gather on communal grounds,
suffcient grass and shrub hiding cover is a
called leks, and display to attract females.
primary concern for Lesser Prairie-Chickens
Nesting and brood-rearing typically occurs
in Colorado. Insuffcient cover can negatively
within close proximity to leks. In Colorado,
affect populations via depredation. Partner
the primary habitat types utilized by Lesser
biologists work with ranches to increase
Prairie-Chickens are native sand sagebrush
habitat cover while maintaining a viable liverangelands and former cropland that has
stock operation. With the help of a partner
been converted back to grasslands enrolled
biologist, landowners can receive fnancial
in the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP).
assistance from NRCS or other agencies for
Habitat creation and imimplementing a conservaprovement are important
tion plan that promotes
for bolstering Lesser Prairiehealthy grazing systems
Chicken populations across
and improves Lesser Praithe fve-state range. In Corie-Chicken habitat. In
lorado, Rocky Mountain
these conservation plans,
Bird Observatory (RMBO),
a portion of programColorado Parks and Wildenrolled acres are rested
life, and the Natural Refrom grazing use annually.
source Conservation Service
Conservation plans also
Photo © Deanna Mac Phail
(NRCS) have been working
promote additional rest
to improve habitat for Lesser Prairie-Chickens
by grazing lots of cattle, but only briefy, in a
and other wildlife. The Private Lands Partner
particular area. For landowners who do not
Biologist program combines the collaborative
have the water or fencing infrastructure to
efforts of these organizations.
support a conservation-minded grazing sysPartner biologists have worked in southtem, partnerships come in handy. Organizaeastern Colorado since 2009. Because a
tions such as RMBO and NRCS can provide
majority of Lesser Prairie-Chickens are on
fnancial assistance to update infrastructure.
private land, conservation by landowners is
The other critical Lesser Prairie-Chicken

Lamar, Colorado
casey.cardinal@co.usda.gov

Casey Cardinal

Partnerships for Lesser Prairie-Chicken
Conservation in Southeastern Colorado

habitat in Colorado is CRP land. These lands
were removed from crop production and
planted back to grass through funding from
the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Farm
Service Agency. These established grasslands
are important as a food and cover source for
Lesser Prairie-Chickens. Partner biologists
work with farmers to enroll new lands into
CRP, and to insure these new establishments
are planted with vegetation that will enhance
nesting and brooding habitats. Though CRP
lands are critical to Lesser Prairie-Chickens,
the habitat benefts can diminish over time as
grasses in long-term contracts become stagnant from lack of disturbance. Partner biologists work with CRP owners on management
activities that reinvigorate these lands. With
the help of partner biologists, CRP remains
an important habitat source for Lesser Prairie-Chickens in Colorado.
Many organizations provide opportunities
for Lesser Prairie-Chicken habitat improvement on private lands, but these efforts
would be in vain without willing landowners.
Landowners participate in habitat projects
in hopes that Lesser Prairie-Chicken will be
removed from the Endangered Species List.
With fnancial incentives from partner organizations, landowners can implement conservation practices with minimal fnancial burden. Those who have participated in Lesser
Prairie-Chicken conservation efforts have noticed the improved condition of their lands,
in both native rangeland and CRP. Through
the amazing efforts of landowners and partner organizations in southeast Colorado, over
70,000 acres of habitat have been enhanced
for the beneft of the Lesser Prairie-Chicken.
Partners continue to work on conservation
efforts, with the hope that Lesser PrairieChickens will once again become common in
the area.
Photo © Jonathan Reitz
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“

If we could change ourselves, the tendencies in the world would also change.
As a man changes his own nature, so does the attitude of the world change
towards him… We need not wait to see what others do.
—Mahatma Gandhi

”

Beyond Diversity Shaming
OS

ver the past fve years since starting Outdoor
Afro as a blog, I have been both honored
and delighted to be on a journey alongside
countless others to discover what it takes for more
people to get connected to nature.
Around the same time I began Outdoor Afro, I
had the privilege of working at the Golden Gate
Audubon Society in the San Francisco Bay Area
where I live. It was there I discovered the power and
pleasure of seeing and hearing birds. But without a
professional background in environmental education, I found myself for the frst time working alongside people who called themselves conservationists.
The term “birder” was an entirely new concept for
me. I was opened up to a world of people previously
invisible to me who were as kind as they were passionate to learn about, protect, and enjoy birds and
other wildlife—sometimes for marathon lengths of
time, and over thousands of miles. And nearly all of
them happened to be white.
You see, while I grew up in a black nature-loving
household that especially enjoyed wildlife, my
parents never once used the word “conservation”, thought of themselves as

birders, or joined a club that celebrated these
themes. I also have to admit that I did not grow up
with the legends of Rachel Carson or likes of John
Muir. But instead we had Harriet Tubman, who was
a wilderness leader in her own right, getting hundreds through safe passage across rugged night terrain illuminated only by stars. And I had George
Washington Carver, who blazed a path using environmental intellect and know-how that introduced
an early national vernacular of recycling and how to
otherwise live in harmony with the natural world.
As my work expanded, I located and befriended
people who looked like me and identifed as birders,
including Dr. J. Drew Lanham, Douglas Grey, Dudley Edmondson, John C. Robinson, and later from
London, England, The Urban Birder David Lindo,
among many more passionate bird educators and
enthusiasts of many hues.
With the thought partnership of these individuals,
I was helped to discern what belonging in the environmental movement was about. We pondered “What
activities count—or not?” and “What defnes being in
or out?” I quickly came to realize that images say a
lot about who is believed to be included in any given

Outdoor Afros on a hike in the redwoods in Oakland, California. Photo © Rue Mapp
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Planting seedlings in Oakland during the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day of Service
partnership with Golden Gate Audubon Society. Photo © Rue Mapp

narrative but do not always tell the truth.
Fortifed by a background of Art History,
I knew that the photos of African-Americans in the outdoors had the potential to
be further-reaching than my written words,
especially in the context of the shortened
attention span ushered in by social media.
So I discovered a chance to shift the visual
representation and help guide a new narrative of who belongs in the outdoors that
embeds an invitation that had not been
seen consistently under a mainstream gaze.
As the work of Outdoor Afro has evolved,
so too have my experiences working with
a variety of outdoor leaders, experts, and
the organizations that claim them. In addition to building Outdoor Afro’s national
leadership team, I was asked to help several organizations with the topic of diversity, sometimes as a panelist at a conference,
other times retained as an advisor or brand
spokesperson. These varied experiences informed an appreciation that diversity and
inclusion are more than fags to wave, consultants to hire, or, in some cases, weapons
to draw. I’ve learned that relevance and inclusion can and should fow in many directions often not in public view.
Back when I started my professional
journey in this feld, discussions about diversity in the outdoors began with a plaintive “Why?”
Why don’t black people have a relationship with nature?
Why don’t I ever see any black birders?
Why can’t people just go outside?
These are questions that leave the an-

swerer feeling backed into a corner, as I
often did, with a need to explain or defend
something with too many layers of unclear
historical nuance and regional specifcity to
be reduced to a pat answer—answers that
leave less room for creativity and more for
blame. I have often challenged these questions, and I’m glad that in recent times
more people are beginning their inquiry
with “How?”
How are people already getting outdoors?
How can we raise awareness about community needs in the framework of conservation?
How can I be a better partner?
These generative questions help move
the needle from accusation to action—from
speculation to forming real relationships
and genuine understanding.
Chances are, readers of this article are
likely believers in the power of birds and
diverse nature all around to help us understand our place on the planet a little better, and in the joy those connections bring
to our lives. And certainly it is natural and
generous to want to share these experiences with others
But we know that not everyone is participating in birding. In the case of AfricanAmericans, according to a National Survey on Recreation and the Environment
and with U.S. Census Bureau population
growth projections, the current proportion
of African-Americans who participate in
bird watching is signifcantly smaller than
the proportion of African-Americans in the
U.S. population. Combine this with rural

Oakland, California
engage@outdoorafro.com

Rue
Mapp

locations with already diminished black
populations, often near remote public
lands, it is no surprise to fnd little variation
among birding participants. Fortunately,
Outdoor Afro, and many organizations like
it, has seized the opportunity to do something to increase awareness about birds and
other wildlife among people everywhere.
With an increased knowledge of birds
and awareness of contemporary environmental issues, I am proud to weave in conservation ethic, along with our family stories, into every kind of event Outdoor Afro
does. Beyond theory, we get to see frsthand
how these experiences translate for thousands of everyday lives.
I have learned that people come to the
outdoors with the asset of their own motivation, knowledge, and experience. Sometimes people are drawn to nature-based
activities because they might be new in
town, invited by a trusted friend, or desire
to bond as a family over a new activity. In
these nature events, people often share their
wonder through personal stories about wild
things that have deep cultural or regional
signifcance. With more than a healthy dash
of humility in these instances, I often end
up learning far more than I am able to share.
For me, and the Outdoor Afro leaders
around the country, inclusion and diversity
is more than skin-deep. Lowering barriers to access and displacing fears are often
necessary as well. For those who want to
do something, it no longer seems suffcient
to sit on panels and talk about what needs
to be done or how things appear. Perhaps
we can take action in the spirit of how that
compels us to move beyond mere optics
to instead fx our individual and organizational plumbing.
Recently, I was a part of a conversation
that ignited over the critique of a photo that
showed a lack of racial diversity among the
attendees at a recent birding conference. I
understood where the initial remark was
coming from, but, based on all I’ve learned
these past few years, I could not blindly
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Beyond Diversity Shaming

Outdoor Afro Minnesota hike to Minnehaha Falls.
Photo © Josh Garubanda

get on board. It seemed too easy to accuse
the conference organizers without probing deeper into what cannot be seen in the
image. And the conversation seemed to be
moving backwards into the counterproductive why zone, which predictably caused
people to defensively shut down. So I decided to call a foul for “diversity shaming”.
I have defned diversity shaming as being when a person, a group of people, or
an organization is publicly shamed for not
having what a critic views as an adequate
degree of diversity based on appearance
alone. Often, criticism is spurred on by a
photo or a list of people (e.g., authors in a
journal, a leadership team, or participants
at a conference). This is counterproductive
for three reasons. It sets up a confrontational and defensive interaction, even potentially demoralizing the people who may
have sincerely tried and may be trying to do
the very thing the critic wants; it overlooks
areas of diversity that are not apparent in

a photo or list of names;
and it leads to questions
of why rather than how.
Instead of asking “Why
were there not more of a
particular group represented in this meeting?”
it’s more productive to
ask “How can this group’s
participation in future
meetings be increased?”
Even better, ask “How can
I increase its participation?” And don’t just talk
about it—set out to do it.
It’s far too easy to sit behind a computer screen
and criticize others for
not satisfactorily addressing diversity when
you’re not doing anything to help remedy
the situation on the ground.
In that particular case, I viewed the diversity shaming as a tactic being used to
call out the group organizers because the
group did not “present” itself in a certain
way. What no one could see in the photo
were the group’s values, initiatives, and
other (non-racial and non-gender) types
of diversity.
I wondered, “Is it any more wrong for
this event to have a demographic that
skews toward one racial group given its
historic reach and region than it is to
host an urban Outdoor Afro event that
looks mostly (if not all) black?” In fact,
some people have shared with me that
they see it as no different. Most of us
understand why diversity and inclusion
are important, but it is seldom effective
to call folks out before getting to know
what they are all about, what challenges

Shoreline hiking and exploration in Richmond, California.
Photo © Rue Mapp
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them, and how they could use support.
While we know many groups and organizations are doing the best they know
how, there are still others we cannot let
off the hook. They can be unwelcoming
or, at worst, lack any interest in cultural
relevancy or sensitivity. In the case of the
latter, a refusal to embrace the shifts in
our national population risks losing a base
of support badly needed for the future of
bird conservation and the very planet we
all depend on.
Change starts with us. Do you wish there
had been more diverse faces on a certain
feld trip? Invite some to attend with you
next time. Wish there had been more of
a particular group represented among the
authors in a magazine? Submit one yourself
if you’re a member of that group, and ask
your friends to do the same. By the same
token, suggest candidates for leadership
positions when they are advertised, and
consider stepping up yourself. Change will
come more readily by doing.
Under the best of circumstances, we still
have a long way ago. This is a long game.
Lasting change does not come from a single
organization, conference, or social media
post. Change will land quietly, without ceremony, after a generation of many hands,
pulleys, public relations, and policy efforts
toiling together to shift the culture. Over
time, we can expect solutions to evolve and
surface as long as we give one another the
balanced gift of care, creativity, and healthy
challenge needed to usher in a future that
sustains birds, and the many types of people who can come to care about them.
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